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Belgian position on Spanish membership in EEC has been exten• 
sively reported in recent weeks (Embassy telegrams 1564, 1447, 
1313, 1227, 1156). 

Opposition to Franco Government very strong among socialists 
who inclined become highly emotional at mere thought of Franco. 
(Thousands of Spaniards including children were given refuge 
in Belgium after Spanish Civil War and this has left lasting 
mark.) Catholic labor element also opposed to Franco (echoing 
views similar to those of US labor unions)o There is some 
sympathy for present Spanish regime among right .... wing and certain 
business and financial elements but this is passive and does 
not exert any appreciable influence on GOB position. 

Ambassador and Embassy officers have discussed this problem 
candidly with certain friendly Belgian leaders and Foreign Office 
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personalities in intimate private conversations pointing out 
that some qualified observers believe cause of civil liberty 
in Spain would probably be furthered by bringing Spain into 
closer association with democratic Europe rather than by rebuf
fing Spain, having particularly in mind fierce national pride 
of Spaniards whether Francist or republican. 

Many responsible Belgians who support positive approach Spanish 
question appreciate this but point out that political facts 
of life {Spanish refugees, Franco association with Hitler and 
Mussolini, and confort·given to Belgian traitor De Grelle by 
Franco, etc.) preclude possibility of going beyond present 
Spaak position {Embassy telegram 1447). 
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We agree with Madrid'~~ l84~"'~o · Departirient that strict ·neutrality 
desirable and believe it would be unproductive for Secretary 
to make pitch favoring Spanish membership in EEC during up
coming Brussels visit. In view of many Belgians, Spaak's 
position favoring economic and connnercial discussions between 
Spain and EEC has already put him considerably in front of 
public and political opinion here and some are surprised that 
he was able to get Belgian socialists to accept it. 
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